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The motorcycle insurance
revolution began here.
Let us protect you from a disaster at claims time.
Before we launched in the 80s, specialised motorcycle insurance didn’t exist.
Today, we provide the most highly tuned, customised motorcycle insurance
available. If you’re not with us, you have everything to gain by visiting our
website anytime for a no-pressure, online quote. We’ll then personally
customise it with options you can choose. The only harm in not getting
a quote from Star could be when you make a claim.
Get the best protection for your bike and gear before you need it.

Find us online: starinsure.co.nz

Give us a call on: 0800

250 600
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New Members
We hope you’ll take part in many of your local and national events.
Your Area Rep will be pleased to introduce you to other members
in your area. Our monthly newsletter is an open forum for all
members. If you fancy having a story (and photos) published
about your ride, the rebuild of your bike, a book you might
have read or a movie you have seen lately, or just want to get
something off your chest about how the club is going, then get
in touch with the Editor no later than the 15th day of the month
preceding publication. We welcome your contribution.
Pieter VOSLOO - AUCKLAND
Bruce STUART - AUCKLAND
Graeme SUTHERLAND - WAIKATO

MEMBER REPRESENTATIVE
Dale Grover
03 546 9771 or 027 297 1759
memberrep@bmwor.org.nz
BMWMC GEAR
Ian Sowden
regalia@bmwor.org.nz
EDITOR
Dave Oldershaw
029 200 3679

Please Note: Any material intended for publication in the
newsletter should reach the Editor no later than the 25th day
of the month preceding publication. The newsletter is an open
forum for all members. Views expressed by members may not
necessarily represent the views of BMWMC of NZ. Publication
of all material is subject to the Editor’s discretion. Photos are
courtesy of article authors unless otherwise specified.
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Cover: Ian Sowden
helping John Glasswell
repair his tyre

Market-leading insurance
exclusively for
BMWOR members

As sponsors, and the
preferred insurance broker
to the BMWOR for over 10 years,
Aon have designed an exclusive motorcycle
insurance offering specifically for BMWOR
members which includes discounted rates
and enhanced policy cover.

Aon’s insurance offer provides cover for all types of on-road
motorcycles including 3 wheelers, and off-road motorcycles including
quad bikes, competition motorcycles (not covered whilst racing),
motorcycle collections and classic/vintage motorcycles.

Key features include:
•

Reduced policy excesses

•

Age, multiple bike, loyalty, trike,
Named Rider and Restricted Usage
discounts available

•

New replacement motorcycle for total
loss within 24 months of registration as
a new motorcycle up to 30,000km

•

Windscreen/shield, headlights or tail
lights covered with nill excess

•

Roadside assistance for comprehensive
cover

•

Automatic Riding Apparel cover

•

Optional Replacement Riding Apparel
cover

•

Nill excess for one claim within 12
months with a Ride Forever training
course certificate

For more information, please contact Leonie Steedman

0800 65 62 64

leonie.steedman@aon.com

aon.co.nz
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President’s Podium

Presidents Podium

President’s Podium November 2018

Wow,Garry
my last podium
as your club’s President this term and the last newsletter for 2018. I’m not entirely
Williams
sure how the year has gone by so quickly, maybe it’s an age thing, but it’s been a pretty full on year!

April 2020

I’ve been out on the bike a bit too, the recent South Island RAG Rally being one of the highlights in the last
month or so. Our Canterbury Area Rep, Julie, pulled a masterstroke in securing the Top10 Holiday Park in
Geraldine as the venue. The 30 or so members, including Richard and Janine from Auckland, had a huge
amount of fun. Aside from great riding, there were lots of laughs over the weekend and a bit of silliness from
time to time as well. Just like it should be!

My, how quicklyJust
things
can change! This time last month, Jo and I were enjoying a long weekend in Russell at a
last weekend, my good friend Chris and I hosted a couple of guys I went to welding school with in
friend’s
wedding.
thenlooking
I’ve had
the
worstbetween
cold inHanmer
decades,
been
in self-isolation
for aIsland
mandatory two weeks
Wellington
and two ofSince
their friends
for an
adventure
Springs
and Waiau
on a four day South
happy to
accommodate
and,who
with the
help
of a
local
landowners,
arranged a route
the Amuri
tour. Suffice
to say
we were
following
Jo’s
direct
contact
with
someone
was
on
flight
with someone
whoacross
tested
positive for Covid-19, and
Saddle loosely following one undertaken on a Yamaha Safari I recall doing back in 2009. Despite impressive rainfall figures the
spent
theprior
best
ofworries
the last
twotheweeks
out
as part
of our
regional
Incident
Management
Thursday
wepart
had no
crossing
Hanmerflat
River,
enjoyed
a sublime
ride over
Birch Topping
and Balcadine,
reveled Team responding to
in the
conditions
over
Lowry
Hills most
and had
a hilarious
time
navigating
Random
Spur
last couple
what
is great
turning
out to
bethe
one
of the
testing
and
fast
moving
events
in Road,
Newthe
Zealand
forofa long time.
kilometers in ankle deep mud. Our northern brethren turned left at Cheviot heading for an overnight stay in Kaikoura while

Chrisup
anduntil
I headed
via Cathedral
Cliffs,the
the Blythe
Valley
andfor
Motunau
Beach,was
just because
we could.
It was
a wicked
Right
thehome
middle
of March,
threat
level
Covid-19
such that
people
could
carry out their day to day
day, awesome
company,
lots of worry
good laughs.
activities
without
tooand
much
other than maintaining good hygiene practices and self-isolating if coming home
Pretty much all of this was organised over a week or two through social media and various photos and commentary
from
abroad.
subsequently posted on our club Facebook page amongst others. It’s one of the benefits of platforms like Facebook, in my
view an invaluable way of keeping in touch with people you otherwise wouldn't see on a regular basis, and enabling others to
Then
the World Health Organisation declared a pandemic. This meant the Government asking people to reduce
hear about real-time events and gatherings you might otherwise miss.
contact,
cancel unnecessary domestic air travel and generally reduce contact with people. The announcement also
On the other hand, Facebook can be annoying and confusing given that there are few restrictions on what groups or pages
included
advice
that
people
over
70 years
of age,
or apeople
who
or have certain prepeople can
set up and
what
they call
themselves.
I’ve been
fielding
number of
calls are
from immunocompromised
members around some confusion
Riders NZ”,
what
with as
the they
club. could. Gatherings over 500 were prohibited.
with a group
called “BMW
existing
conditions,
needed
toand
stay
atrelationship
home asit has
much
BMW Riders NZ is a page that has been set up by one of our members. As I understand it, there was a time back when OSH

The
Club’s
Board,
cognisant
responsibilities
in relation
to member’s
wellbeing
butThe
at local
the same time looking
issues
became
such that
operating of
andits
organising
a ride for the BMWOR
Auckland
Branch became
quite onerous.
riders possible
decided thatdisruption
a means by which
they
could ride
(and communicate)
on a more
basis
would
to Auckland
provideBranch
the least
to our
events
programme,
assessed
thecasual
risk to
club
events. We took into
include a webpage/face book page for those riders who attended the rides under the title Auckland BMW Riders. Although
account
guidelines
and
advice
released
by the Government
and Public
officials in
to all events and
predominantly
owners of
BMWs
and members
of BMWOR,
all makes were encouraged.
For Health
reasons unbeknown,
thisrelation
then
morphed
into BMW
Riders
NZ.
travel.
Based
on the
information
to hand at the time, the Board decided that the Annual RAG Rally at Taylor Memorial
Like I said,
if a person
wants
to start a social network inspired club or page, there’s nothing stopping them from doing so and
Lodge
would
still go
ahead.
naming it whatever they want. There is a plethora of BMW related pages and groups on Facebook, just as you’ll find many

riding-typeannouncement
interest groups (distance,
touring, etc.)
out there.
Harley
and Triumph
interestthe
groups
and other
A few
days
later, brand
following
Prime
Minister’s
thatadventure,
New Zealand
would
move to threat level 2 and
There are
two clubs inwould
New Zealand
currently authorised
BMW
provide a the
homeBoard
for owners
post purchase
and the
others
indoor
gatherings
be restricted
furtherbyto
100topeople,
prudently
made
decision to postpone
embracing the brand. One of these is the BMW Car Club, the other one is us.
the RAG Rally until later in the year, and it advised Area Reps that all social gatherings and club rides nationally would
To be clear, our club Facebook page is BMW Motorcycle Club - New Zealand. The distinction is that, as the only current official
have
toMotorcycle
be put on
hold.
BMW
Club
in New Zealand through our relationship with BMW Motorrad NZ and BMW Clubs International, we
enjoy the benefits of BMW’s Corporate Identity and we’re able to use the BMW roundel and other copy-write collateral in any of

The
ourPrime
settings.Minister’s announcement on 23rd March certainly justified this move. Effective from that announcement,
New
Zealand
moved tobetween
Alert Level
3 then,
after
hours
time required
to ensure
In the
spirit of co-operation
New Zealand’s
two
official48
BMW
clubs,(the
I’m delighted
that the President
of the essential
BMW Car services are in place),
has to
reached
outto
to Level
organise4.a That’s
joint car/bike
weekend
in Turangi
last weekend
March 2019.
We’ve
been
weClub
were
move
today!
Thisbased
means
thatfor
forthemany
of youof reading
this
right
now, you’ll be at home in
talking about such events for some time; it’s great we can now make it happen. More detail will be out about that soon.
lockdown unless you work in essential services.
It’s been a really good year in the main, I have enjoyed this past term as President immensely and thank all members of the

current
Board
for the
way of
in which
eachon
hasother
undertaken
their responsibilities
particular tasks
over the
work
well
There
has
been
a lot
debate
motorcycling
sites and
regarding
whether
oryear.
notWeit’s
acceptable
to go riding when
together as a team, partnering up and bringing our collective strengths to our purpose.
we are in lockdown. We have never been in a situation like this before so it is understandable there will be questions,
I also want to acknowledge and thank our Area Reps, Editor, Gear Shop administrator and all the other great people who help
theories,
and many
differing
opinions.
Oneto thing
for sure,
we need to be really smart about the decisions we make
our club operate
in the way
it does. It is
a real privileged
be part is
of such
a great team!
asAnd
individuals
there
be commitment
serious consequences
forclub
others,
in some
cases, death if we get it wrong.
a big “thankas
you”
to you will
too. Your
to membership of our
is very much
appreciated.
Jo and I hope to catch up with you at the Annual Rally in January, and we’re very much looking forward to the journey north.
The
world has gained considerable insight about the virus from overseas examples and we here in New Zealand have
No matter how you celebrate it, I wish you all the happiness the Christmas season can bring, and may it follow you throughout
a fighting
to prevent
the
deaths
friends,
and loved ones. However, it will require all of us to make
your travels
take
you; haveof
fun
and makefamily
good decisions!
the comingchance
year. Wherever
smart
choices
–
albeit
with
sacrifices
involved.
Garry

If lockdown runs smoothly, we may find we can make steps towards life returning to normal over the coming months.
If we ignore the advice of the experts that are trying to help us, we risk overwhelming our health system and
jeopardising the wellbeing of ourselves and others.

START PLANNING NOW!

If lockdown does not work due to people ignoring the rules, it is likely the lockdown period will be extended and the
Rally
economy will sufferRAG
to levels
we never thought possible – business closures and job loss will happen on a grand scale.
is next on stuff!
our Calendar after the AGM/Annual Rally.
This is serious
More detail to follow next month, but this meeting usually

While I respect
that
everyone
has,
and is
entitled to their own views, for the sake of mere four weeks it’s simply
falls on the
Weekend
of Daylight
Savings
eve.
worth playing it safe, stay at home and help to stop the spread of a virus that has proven to take peoples’ lives and
destroy economies. If you are not convinced we are dealing with something very serious, I urge you to do some
5
research from credible sources to convince yourself that this is in fact something very scary and that New Zealanders
need to unite, work together, support one another and make smart decisions to come out the other side alive and
well.
Let’s leave the virus discussions to groups dedicated to that and keep our social media space as a positive place
focused on us as a club. While we may not get out on our bikes anytime soon, we can still share some old photos of
trips gone by, share some workshop tips, and share funny stories about a previous ride – I know there’s lots of those.
My simple message is stay at home. It’s a highly effective way to constrain the virus – it denies it places to go, and will
help give our healthcare system a fighting chance. Don’t go out on the bike, in fact just give it a good clean and park it
up for a bit. It’ll still be there when we get through this.
We’re still planning for the South Island RAG Rally. All going well it will be in North Canterbury on Labour Weekend
and it will be awesome! With the North Island RAG rescheduled for 16/17 October, there’s also every opportunity to
treat yourself to doing both, you will have earned it!
In the meantime all the best to you and your family - stay safe, stay calm and be kind!
Garry
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BMW Motorcycle Club of Aotearoa New Zealand - Risk
Management Plan
The BMW Motorcycle Club of Aotearoa New Zealand is
an organisation whose members join together for rides
to nominated venues and for other social occasions. The
organiser nominates the destination and regrouping
stages along the way, but otherwise has no influence
upon the way that riders behave on the road. There is no
element of organised competition in the rides.

Riding Code
1.

All Club members on Club rides shall do so as
individuals responsible for their own safety and shall
take into account the safety of others they encounter
on the ride.

2.

Club members are responsible for ensuring that their
motorcycles are in a safe and legal condition, the
minimum being to Warrant of Fitness standards.

3.

Riders, Pillions and sidecar passengers where required,
shall have as a minimum standard New Zealand
Approved Motorcycle Helmets, and stout footwear,
gloves and clothing that will be capable of protecting
their body in the event of a mishap.

4.

Club Members are to go to the aid of any others
suffering a mishap.

5.

Rider organisers shall nominate the destination for the
ride as well as any regrouping locations or other stops.
The organiser is not responsible for the other riders’
behaviour or safety.

6.

Riders shall ride at a speed and in a way that is
comfortable for them. Do not ride outside your
personal comfort envelope.

7.

If a rider is unfamiliar with the route, they shall arrange
to follow another rider who does know the way and
who travels at a comfortable pace.

8.

Riders who decide to travel as a group shall adopt
a staggered riding formation such that there is an
accepted following distance to the rider immediately in
front. A reasonable following distance is indicated by a
time of two seconds between riders for dry conditions
and longer for inclement conditions and on loose
surfaces.

9.

The Ride Organiser and or the Club are not responsible
for the participants’ safety, and all participants
participate at their own risk. All participants are aware
that they are travelling on open public roads and are
responsible for their own safety and compliance with
the Road Rules and Laws.

Marketplace

Events Calendar
Top of the South

Sunday 12 April Picnic lunch at Elaine Bay,
optional gravel extension to French
Marketplace is a service for members of BMWOR of NZ.

National
Events will be accepted from members, commercial
Advertisements

traders and non-members when it is considered in our

Link for
country-wide
events:
members'
interest
to do so. No charge is made for
https://www.mnz.co.nz/events
Marketplace advertising. The Editor and Executive reserve the
right to reject or modify any advertisement considered

Regional
BMWMC and
Events
inappropriate
take no responsibility for errors or

omissions, the quality of items, claims made, or for any

Northland
- See area
Rep.
transactions
that ensue.

Advertisements run for 3 months from the date first published

Auckland
- See
area Rep.
unless
otherwise
arranged with the Editor.
Waikato - See area Rep.
Bay of Plenty - See Area Rep.
Taranaki - See Area Rep.
Rangitikei - See area Rep.

Sarah Croucher is offering Mike's old gear:

Spidi
jacket
On Rep.
Track
East Coast
- See
Area

lady's Hydroguard jacket 12/40

Wairarapa/Wellington
- See area
BMW Tourguard jacket
s54 Rep.
BMW Motorrad jacket liner

Nelson one
- SeeNolan
AreaClassic
Rep Plus helmet Xl
one BMW helmet 59/60

West Coast
- See Area Rep
one HJC helmet s58

one Schuberth
Canterbury
- See Areahelmet
Rep 60/61

one leather racing suit
one B&W Hot Shots racing suit (speedway) Tecnic
one pair BMW motorcycle boots s47 (European size)
one Frank Thomas boots sz11

On occasion Star Insurance
sell parts from insurance
wrecks through TradeMe.
Take a look at the Star
Insurance web site for details:

She is not fussed about any money for it but koha
would be appropriate. Her phone number is (06) 8777149 if anyone has any questions about it.

www.star.insurance.co.nz
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DAWN CHORUS
This year's camp out is at the Pureora National
Park, west of Lake Taupo and the Western Bay Road.
Be self-sufficient for one night under canvas.
Any inquires to; editor@bmwor.org.nz
Email if you plan to attend.
There is a very small charge for tent site or cabin.

(This will be the final Dawn Chorus)

Early Warning for 2021
More details next Newsletter

BMW R60/2
The original uploader was Jeff dean at English Wikipedia. - Transferred from en.wikipedia to Commons., Attribution,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=2110461

16
12
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Area Reports
Waikato
Its been a quiet month or so in the Waikato as many
members have been away on holiday and doing their own
rides to various parts of the country. Joy & I have been down
to Wellington, out to Ngawi on the southern east coast, and
around the east Cape a couple of times. We have camped
in the Kawekas and been through Fishers track at National
Park. Lots of adventures on the baby GS bikes which have
now clocked up 15,000 kms in a year of ownership.
There was a change to our monthly dinner meeting venue
for February.
It was held at Babaganush, 379 - 381 Grey St, Hamilton East
on Thursday 20th Feb at 6.30pm. We had a better turn out
of Hamilton based members this month.
Our ride & overnight camp to Port Jackson was on 22nd &
23rd Feb.
(see separate ride report )
Three members in the Waikato received their club service
certificates and badges this month.
Paul Quilter and Bruce Pemberton for 20 years and Neil
McComb for 10 years.
I bought my first BMW in 1997. It was a red K1100RS. I
regularly rode it between Tokoroa and Christchurch when
we had a business and apartment down there.
Ride Report for February Overnighter:
11 people on 9 bikes assembled in Morrinsville for the ride
up to port Jackson on the Coromandel. The weather was
grey with a forecast of light showers, which were patchy, but
a bit heavier than “light” at times. The roads were slippery
and one rider commented on his traction control light
flashing frequently. We had the misfortune to be the first
on the scene of a fatal head-on crash just 15 minutes after
leaving Morrinsville, which was not a good way to start the
ride. In sombre mood we continued to Thames for a lunch
stop.
The coast road was relatively quiet, but due to the long dry
spell we all took it quite easy. Once on the gravel it actually
felt a bit better, despite being very dry.
All made it up to Port Jackson without incident and set up
tents at the DOC camp. The following day we headed south
via Fletchers Bay and Whitianga with some making different
routes back home whilst the Duncans and Quilters headed
to Athenree for an extra night and a soak in the hot pools
before heading home on the Monday morning.
There was only one slight incident with one of our group
having an “off” which bruised him a bit. His bike gained a few
scratches and his indicator required some gaffa tape, but
otherwise it was a great weekend and enjoyed by all.
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Area Reports
Taranaki
Commiserations to all, with no rides or events to participate in for the near future. When I get over the shock it could develop
into a great opportunity to get some work done around home that is long overdue.
As I am really last minute getting something out for this months newsletter I just want to advise we are still here and focused
on getting next years Annual Rally up and running, with Corona Virus hopefully a distant memory by the time it comes
around.
Great that some of us got some riding in while the weather was good and before we got hit with the lockdown and will save
the details for next month when there will most likely be a lack of them.
Stay safe and look after your families till we can break out again.
Regards, Ray.

Nelson

Top of the South Doings
Sunday 9th dawned fine and mild as usual. Not usual was the ungodly rendezvous time of 9.30 am, a whole half hour earlier
than traditionally. (A new ride co-ordinator stamping his authority ?) Nevertheless 10 keen riders turned up on time and
were all waiting for the new co-ordinator who was late. Sigh.
Any trip over Takaka Hill these days usually involves a 10 or 15 minute wait at the traffic lights supervising the one way
construction zone. It can be quite fun zooming past all the queued tin -tops to squeeze in between the lights and the car at
the front. Most car drivers are probably quite pleased we’re ahead of them.
First stop was for coffee (except for Darren who had breakfast) at the Woolshed Cafe on Takaka Hill. Destination for the day
was the newish Mohua Cafe at Pohara. (It used to be the Penguin Cafe and definitely needed new management) for lunch,
followed by an optional gravel surf to Totaranui, where an optional swim also materialised, and last but not least an icecream
on the way home at Riwaka.
And for the record, to demonstrate our non-exclusivity, a Triumph Tiger and a Harley both enjoyed their day with the
beemers.

This ride was originally planned to go via Ohingaiti and over the Saddle Rd into the Wairarapa and back over the Pahiatua Track and
if ridden would have been the fat end of 500kms or more for the Wellington rider’s it was toned down to around the 400kms mark.
Five Wellington Riders Ken W, Keith T, Neil T, Denis H and Peter N gathered at the BP Mana for the 9:00 departure up SH1 to the
Horseman Café in Shannon for coffee where we were joined by Graeme Flyger from Rangitikei, he rode with us to Kimbolton going
North. We departed Shannon and rode up SH57 turning onto SH56 for the ride through Opiki and on to Longburn and then onto the
Longburn – Rongotia Rd. Just before we turned right onto the Green Rd at Kopane we passed Marshalls Motorcycle Museum where
there is a magnificent collection of vintage and classic motorcycles, a ride to this museum will probably become a monthly ride in the
future. We continued North through Feilding and out onto the Kimbolton Road passing the Kimbolton Pub which was going to be the
lunch venue. Continuing through to Pemberton and onto Te Parapara Rd, and then Main South Rd (shown AA maps as gravel but it is
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BMW Motorrad’s Autonomous driving BMW R 1200 GS
BMW Motorrad’s first autonomous motorbike was presented last
week at the BMW Motorrad Techday 2018. A BMW R 1200 GS made
its first rounds in front of assembled journalists, as if by magic,
at the BMW Group testing ground in Miramas, southern France.
Developed by graduate engineer Stefan Hans and his team, the vehicle
independently drives off, accelerates, circles a winding test track and
independently slows down to a stop.
With this forward-thinking development, BMW Motorrad, as a
driver for technical innovations in the field of motorcycling, is by no
means aiming for a completely independent motorbike. Rather, the
underlying technology should serve as a platform for development of
future systems and functions to make motorcycling even safer, more
comfortable and increase the riding pleasure.
The aim of the prototype is to gather additional knowledge with regards driving dynamics in order to detect dangerous
situations early on and thus support the driver with appropriate safety systems while turning at intersections or when
braking suddenly, for example.
In addition to this impressive outlook on increased riding pleasure and safety, BMW Motorrad presented many more
exciting technology projects. Luminous motorcycle headlights from cornering lights to laser headlights were highlights as
well as a motorcycle frame manufactured completely using a 3D printing process, including a rear swinging arm. As with
the development of its autonomous motorcycles, BMW Motorrad here too has utilized synergies with BMW automobiles
- this manufacturing process has already made its way into series production for various vehicles. The advantage of 3D
printing lies in the complete freedom of designing components that could not be produced in other ways.
The innovative processes used in the production of motorcycle chassis components, such as frame, swinging arm and
wheels are made from the lightweight, yet high-strength material carbon - already industrially manufactured in the BMW
HP4 RACE - further demonstrating BMW Motorrad’s technical competence and excellence in this field. With the goal of
maximum innovation and highest possible quality, BMW Motorrad and BMW Automobile have a close alliance in this field
too, where this material has long been used in series production.
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TARANAKI 2021
Annual Rally & AGM
22 – 25 January 2021 • Quality Hotel
Plymouth International
Other New Plymouth Accommodation
Options
Northgate Motor Lodge

Amber Court Motel

16-18 Northgate, Strandon

100 Leach Street

06 758 5324

06 758 0922

-

($123.00 - $130.00)

Lockwood Manor Motel

($120.00 - $135.00)

Asure Abode Motor Inn

49 Hobson Street
0508 758 758

-

155 Courtenay Street
-

($130.00 - $145.0)

06 769 5465

-

($120.00 - $135.00)

Novotel New Plymouth

Ducks & Drake Boutique Hotel & Backpackers

Cnr Hobson and Leach Streets

48 Lemon Street

06 769 9579

06 758 0404

-

($210.00 - $235.00)

The Devon

($68.00 - $95.00)

Auto Lodge Motor Inn

390 Devon Street
06 759 9099

-

393 Devon Street
-

($170.00 - $185.00)

-

($120.00 - $130.00)

06 759 9918

-

($120.00 - $130.00)

The Strand
464 Devon Street
06 759 5324

Is now the time to start planning both your Ride there and your Accommodation?
More Information in next month’s Newsletter
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MCIVER & VEITCH
The South's Authorised BMW MOTORRAD Dealer

ESTABLISHED

1932

14

112 CRAWFORD STREET, DUNEDIN / PH: 03 477 0236
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www.mciverandveitch.co.nz
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The Ultimate
Riding Machine

The Ultimate
Riding Machine

AUCKLAND’S
#1 DEALERSHIP

AUCKLAND’S
#1 DEALERSHIP
Genuine Service. Genuine Parts. Genuine Experience.

Genuine Service. Genuine Parts. Genuine Experience.

61 BARRY’S POINT RD

FERG

021 190 7733

P

(09) 486 1136

TAKAPUNA, AUCKLAND

HENRY

0274 330 650

E

SALES@CYCLESPOTBMW.CO.NZ
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61 BARRY’S POINT RD

FERG

15 190 7733
021

P

(09) 486 1136

TAKAPUNA, AUCKLAND

HENRY

0274 330 650

E

SALES@CYCLESPOTBMW.CO.NZ

You decide which one, the R nineT Racer or Urban G/S.

Now only $19,990 RRP + ORC

Visit www.bmw-motorrad.co.nz or your nearest dealer today.
Cyclespot BMW
Takapuna
Auckland
09 486 1136

Experience
Motorcycles
Kingsland, Auckland
09 845 5950

Boyd
Motorcycles
Hamilton
07 838 1209

Mount
Motorcycles
Mount Maunganui
07 575 4190
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Motomart
Wellington
04 589 5106

Avon City
Motorcycles
Christchurch
03 341 3490

McIver &
Veitch
Dunedin
03 477 0236
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Marketplace
Marketplace
Marketplace is a service for members of BMWMC of NZ.

Marketplace is a service for members of BMWOR of NZ.
Advertisements will be accepted from members, commercial traders
and non-members when it is considered in our members' interest to
do so. No charge is made for Marketplace advertising. The Editor and
Executive reserve the right to reject or modify any advertisement
considered inappropriate and take no responsibility for errors or
omissions, the quality of items, claims
made,
or foryour
any transactions
Want
to keep
bike in as
that ensue.
new condition?
Advertisements run for 3 months from the date first published unless
otherwise arranged with the Editor. STARCLEAN has been voted

Advertisements will be accepted from members,
commercial traders and non-members when it is
considered in our members’ interest to do so. No charge is
made for Marketplace advertising. The Editor and Executive
reserve the right to reject or modify any advertisement
For
Sale:
considered
inappropriate and take no responsibility for
errors orBMW
omissions,
the quality
of items,
claims 2004made, or
Genuine
expandable
tank bag
for R1200GS
2012
$200.
for any
transactions that ensue.
Carbon
fibre rear wheel
hugger
for R1200GS
May
Advertisements
run for
3 months
from the2008/9.
date first
fit
other years.
$100.
published
unless
otherwise arranged with the Editor.
Contact Kevin: nelson@bmwor.org.nz

"Best in class chrome and
aluminium polish” by motorcycle
review site webBikeWorld. Unlike
traditional metal polishes it is
applied wet allowing the cleaning
and protection of metals to
become part of a routine wash rather than a separate timeconsuming task.
STARCLEAN is made in Hellenthal, Germany and proudly
distributed in New Zealand by Kiwi company CLE Group Ltd,
who is offering BMW Motorcycle Club members a sweet
introductory deal.
Using our unique club code (BMWMC30) you will receive 30%
off the usual $24.99 retail price - and the club will receive $1.50
of each tube sold to members to donate to a cause of our
choice or to sponsorship of a club project!

On occasion Star Insurance
sell parts from insurance
wrecks through TradeMe.
Take a look at the Star
Insurance web site for details:

Please head to www.starclean.co.nz for more details and
take a look at the video to see how easy it is to use! The “Club
Members” page explains more on applying the unique club
code for your purchase.

www.star.insurance.co.nz
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Ever seen this in your
travels?
True to West Coast
philosophy this ship's
cabin is on the main
road going through
Charleston.

Area Representatives
NORTHLAND

TARANAKI

Ian Macartney
027-281-0242
northland@bmwor.org.nz

Ray Senior
06-753-6044 or 021-479-231
taranaki@bmwor.org.nz

AUCKLAND

RANGITIKEI

Stephen Parkinson
021-989-092
auckland@bmwor.org.nz

Barry Petherick
06-368-2059
rangitikei@bmwor.org.nz

NELSON - INCLUDING
MARLBOROUGH
Tony Haddon
027 546 8328
nelson@bmwor.org.nz
WEST COAST
Kevin Hewitt
022 632 0025
westcoast@bmwor.org.nz

AREA REPRESENTATIVES

EAST COAST
CANTERBURY
NELSON
- INCLUDING
COAST
Coordinator:EAST
JohnWuts
Paul Quilter
MARLBOROUGH
06-844-4751
Julie Hyde
Coordinator: John Wuts
Ian Macartney 07-859-2512
Peter Lyner
eastcoast@bmwor.org.nz
027-465-6626
or 03-312-5395
06 844 4751
027 281 0242
Kevin Hewitt
021-2737379
waikato@bmwor.org.nz
canterbury@bmwor.org.nz
eastcoast@bmwor.org.nz
northland@bmwor.org.nz
022
632
0025
bayofplenty@bmwor.org.nz
Ride Master: Xan Harding
Ride Master: Xan Harding
nelson@bmwor.org.nz
027-612-7927
AUCKLAND BAYOF PLENTY TARANAKI
OTAGO AND SOUTHLAND
(027)
612
7927
xan.harding@xtra.co.nz
CANTERBURY
Peter Lyner
Stephen Parkinson
Ray Senior
Andy Hutcheon
xan.harding@xtra.co.nz
021-273-7379
021 989 092
Julie
Hyde
06 7536044 or 021 479 231
027
464 3230
WAIRARAPA
AND
bayofplenty@bmwor.org.nz
auckland@bmwor.org.nz
027 465 6626 or 03 312 5395
taranaki@bmwor.org.nz
WAIRARAPA & WELLINGTON
otagosouthland@bmwor.org.nz
WELLINGTON
canterbury@bmwor.org.nz
WAIKATO
RANGITIKEI
Peter Nash
Peter Nash
OTAGO AND SOUTHLAND
04-232-4962
Paul Quilter
Barry Petherick
04 232 4962
wellington@bmwor.org.nz
07 859 2512
Andy
Hutcheon
06 368-2059
wellington@bmwor.org.nz
waikato@bmwor.org.nz
027 464 3230
rangitikei@bmwor.org.nz
otagosouthland@bmwor.org.nz

NORTHLAND

WAIKATO

BAY OF PLENTY
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